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ITRI Receives R&D
100 Award Honors for
Third Straight Year
tively protected by maintaining the
temperature at 300 degrees Celsius
or less for over 60 minutes. Due to
its high level of adhesion to various
types of substrate, structures will
stay strong even after exposure to
a fire. Even when steel has been in
contact with flame for a long period
of time, REDDEX will stay closely
adhered to the main structure to
ensure that the building will be
protected from exposure and damage by the high flame temperatures.
There is a broad range of product
applications for this material due
to its low density, flexibility, low
smoke toxicity and high durability.
FlexUPD is a technology that allows for the commercialization
of the first quality flexible displays. Source: ITRI
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of scientists, experts and scholars
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i2/3DW is the next-generation 3D display technology with integral 2D and
3D for the naked eye. Source: ITRI

REDDEX is a green, environmentally friendly fire resistant material that can effectively inhibit rising backing temperatures.
Source: ITRI

plays with full screen 3D images.
This technology can be applied to

ITRI’s five R&D innovations are honored with R&D 100
Awards in three consecutive years from 2008-2010.

moving internet ads, internet games,
3D video games, product advertisement and other areas that use 3D

REDDEX

The fire-resistant material that effectively reduces fire
spread and will not drip melt. Due to its high level of
adhesion to various types of substrates, structures will
stay strong even after exposure to a fire.

i2/3DW

It’s a 3D display technology with integral 2D and 3D.
This technology can be applied to moving internet ads,
internet games, product advertisement and other areas
that use 3D media games.

FlexUPD

Flexible Universal Plane for Displays with a special
material is also called a de-bonding layer that lets the
PI film to easily separate from the glass. It is currently
being used in the liquid crystal display industry. In the
future, this material may be broadly applied to OLED,
EPD and TFT-LCD products.

STOBA

The STOBA material technology allows the lithium
batteries have important redundancy time and reached
12 sigma so that when the lithium battery shorts and
generates high temperature, it also generates the locking
response mechanism and avoids subsequent heat
explosion problem to ensure consumer safety.

On-Chip
ACLED

The lighting technology allows AC to directly drive
LED chip for lighting without the need for an DC to AC
adaptor, thus saving the 15~30% power consumption.
Benefits include energy savings, carbon reduction and
improved overall LED illumination efficiency.

media images.
FlexUPD introduces a layer
of de-bonding material between a
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polyimide (PI) layer and glass carrier, allowing flexible displays to be
produced using existing processes
and equipment for producing TFT
on glass. The thin film transistor
array that is used now for panel
displays can be made on this soft
PI film, which can be smoothly
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cut away without damaging the
transistors. One of the first applications for this technology is a 6-inch
color flexible AMOLED featuring
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